
 

 

 

Sunday in Cape Town...the Sun is shining… 

Another week watching business roll along. The website is now functional for folks who want 
back numbers of the newsletter and tips…there are hundreds there. 

When all else fails I guess I can always talk about the sport or weather but let’s just leave it this 
week with the comment that it was an ordinary week with plenty of marketing activity and the 
next batch of tweets written and posted.  I’ve done over 500 of them now and I’m going to rotate 
them…there’s only so much “wisdom” that a person can muster. 

Many thanks for the spelling and grammar police for strictures on last week’s egregious spelling 
error.  I will endeavour to do better. 

Remember:  @tom_beasor and LinkedIn for daily neg tweets.  Feel free to connect on LinkedIn 
and re-tweet. 
 
Have a good one  
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6th October 2013 

I bought a digital projector this week.  It’s a Philips LED mini model which means that it fits in the palm of your 

hand, is super portable and just the job for small presentations.  There’s no bulb to replace so it’s more robust than 

the old variety.  I bought it in the UK…cheaper prices and better choice. 

 

Books arrived from the US via UPS.  Cheaper and faster than the post office and they handle the freight 

forwarding.   They’re a pretty smart outfit in SA. 

HAMPTON, N.Y. (AP) — Police in a rural upstate New York town are looking for a 70-foot-long mobile home that 

was stolen from a diner's parking lot. 

The Washington County sheriff's office tells The Post-Star of Glens Falls (http://bit.ly/GB2i3D ) that the mobile 

home had been placed on a trailer that was parked at a diner in the town of Hampton awaiting delivery to 

neighboring Vermont. 

Investigators say the owner had to have emergency surgery and when he came back to Hampton a few weeks 

later, the trailer with the $50,000, partially furnished mobile home was gone. 

Police say someone apparently hitched a truck to the trailer and towed it away late on the afternoon of Sept. 23, 

when a witness reported seeing it headed toward Vermont. 
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Loyalty 

I bought two coffees this morning and got a couple of stamps on my card...free one every ten 
cups. 
 
I also got my monthly account from Postnet.  They persuaded me to open an account rather than 
pay for each transaction. 
 
Regular customers and repeat business are a joy to behold.   
 
The question is this...do you reward your regular customers and ensure that their loyalty remains 
strong.  Companies often incentivise new business but don’t much look after their regulars...just 
think of the mobile phone companies. 
 
Cherish your regulars and lock them in.  The lifetime value of a regular customer is enormous. 
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Slash your wrists! 

A tactic I learnt from an colleague is the concept of slashing your wrists. 
 
Explain…when all else fails and you’re weak and in a tough position go into the meeting and tell 
the other party exactly that.  Tell them that you’re in difficulties and need their help…obviously 
implying that to provide that help will create a great deal of long term good will. 
 
Sometimes it’s best to be blunt and honest rather than play games.  By all means look strong and 
confident but occasionally you can change that act and throw yourself on the mercy of the other 
side. 
 
When you’ve got nothing to lose it’s a powerful last resort tactic. 
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